Updated: Implementation Schedule for Bloomberg Pool Ticker
Bloomberg plans to assign the prefix "FR" for ALL Freddie Mac 55-day delay
pools. Presently, the prefix "FN" is assigned to Freddie 55-day delay UMBS Mirror
Pools that are TBA eligible (with pool types of CL/CI/CT/CN). On 5/3/2019, for
consistency, ALL Freddie Mac 55-day delay pools (Mirror and new issuance) will
be assigned the "FR" prefix.
Note: To provide sufficient time for clients who receive Bloomberg pool tickers
from feeds or the API, these fields will continue to return the "FN" prefix for TBA
eligible Freddie Mac 55-day delay pools until July 29, 2019.
Fields: TICKER, NAME, SHORT_NAME, SECURITY_DES, SECURITY_NAME,
ID_BB_SEC_NUM_DES
Example {FR ZM8888<Mtge>FLDS DS002<Go>}
TBA eligible pools can be identified by pool types CL/CI/CT/CN and will roll up to
UMBS cohorts FNCL/FNCI/FNCT/FNCN in June. Additionally, TBA eligible pools
can be referenced with either the "FR" or "FN" prefix and will load the actual "FR"
pool, for example, {FR ZM8888<Mtge>DES<Go>} or {FN
ZM8888<Mtge>DES<Go>} both load the pool FR ZM8888.
For questions, please contact Jackie Jozefek at 212-617-6731, or the Bloomberg
Help Desk.

****
This is not an offer to buy or sell any Freddie Mac securities. Offers for any given security are made only
through applicable offering circulars and related supplements, which incorporate Freddie Mac’s most
recent Annual Report on Form 10-K filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC); all other
reports Freddie Mac files with the SEC pursuant to Section 13(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
(Exchange Act), excluding any information "furnished" to the SEC on Form 8-K; and all documents that
Freddie Mac files with the SEC pursuant to Sections 13(a), 13(c) or 14 of the Exchange Act, excluding
any information “furnished” to the SEC on Form 8-K.

The financial and other information contained in this email and in the documents that may be accessed
through this email speaks only as of the date of those documents. The information could be out of date
and no longer accurate. Freddie Mac undertakes no obligation, and disclaims any duty, to update any of
the information in those documents.

These materials may contain forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements involve known and
unknown risks and uncertainties, some of which are beyond the company’s control. Management’s
expectations for the company’s future necessarily involve a number of assumptions, judgments and
estimates, and various factors could cause actual results to differ materially from the expectations
expressed in these and other forward-looking statements. These assumptions, judgments, estimates and
factors are discussed in the company’s most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K, and its reports on
Form 10-Q and Form 8-K, which are available on the Investor Relations page of the company’s Web site
at http://www.freddiemac.com/investors and the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov. The company
undertakes no obligation to update forward-looking statements it makes to reflect events or
circumstances occurring after the date of this email.

